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World News Update
poetry by michael woods

The writing in this collection experiments with the stories 
of conflicts, border disputes, elections, revolutions and other 
matters of world politics and affairs as told by contemporary 
media. By retelling a year’s worth of events, the book contains a 
familiar narrative, and if you are old enough to read it, you will 
have lived through the events it details. For some the events 
will be immediate and personal, while for others they will be 
distant occurrences that happened elsewhere, but for all they 
will be read anew.  

Michael Woods’ work has appeared in several small publications. 
He grew up in rural Southwestern Ontario and currently lives in 
Paris, France. World News Update is his first full-length book.

$20.00

160 pages | 6x9 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388527 | 9781897388525
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bpNichol

The Captain Poetry Poems
poetry by bpNichol
department of reissue no. 4

Poetry, comic book art, pop culture, concrete poetry, the lyric, the 
myth of the cowboy, even the myth of the poet-hero: these are just 
some of the avenues explored by bpNichol in The Captain Poetry Po-
ems. In this short portrait of the poet as a young man, our hero is a 
dilemma: part fabrication and part confession, Cap is a character 
created by these poems that extends their author into realms of 
possible identities. Who is he? Is he a poet? Is he a hero? Is he the 
bearer of heretofore important and unknown knowledge? Written 
at a time when questions about what poetry might be; when ques-
tions about what the figure of the poet might be, The Captain Poetry 
Poems reveals Nichol working through some of the clichés inherant 
to both his craft and his identity. Playful, even at times silly, these 
poems may not be the “best” work in Nichol’s oeuvre, but their 
experiments reveal important considerations for poets and their ap-
proach to craft. And they never lack the human intelligence Nichol 
is known for,

Originally published in 1970 as a mimeo production by bill bissett’s 
seminal blewointment press (the same year that Michael Ondaatje 
issued his documentary on Nichol titled The Sons of Captain Poetry), 
smatterings of The Captain Poetry Poems have appeared over the years 
but never in their entirety. Now, in “official book form” for the first 
time, these poems will at last be available to scholars, poets, and 
other human beings alike. With an introduction by bill bissett and 
an afterword by George Bowering.

bpNichol is best known as the author of the life-long poem The 
Martyrology, which was begun in the early 1970s and ended in 1988 
with Nichol’s death. Active at all levels of book production ranging 
from his work with the Coach House Press to his belief that “no 
press is too small,” he also published thousands of smallpress arti-
facts, of which The Captain Poetry Poems is a fine example.

department of reissue no. 4

$12.00

60 pages | 6x9 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388608 | 9781897388600
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$18.00

96 pages | 5.5x8.5 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388519 | 9781897388518

Machine Language
poetry by david dowker

Machine Language delves the delic, from the ’pataphysical 
conjunction of antique paper tape code, a fragment of Sappho 
and the Gorgon (apparatus) to the writing through (over under 
sideways around) various texts and subtexts of the postmodern 
North American rhizome, coding the flows of Black Mountain 
poetics and so-called “language poetries,” elliptical traces of 
neo-surrealist tendencies with reconnaissance syntax and pliant 
iambics, love’s number crunched for the age of surveillance.

David Dowker was born in Kingston, Ontario but has lived 
most of his life in Toronto. He is/was editor of the Alterran 
Poetry Assemblage. Machine Languge is his first book.

machine language
d a v i d  d o w k e r
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Glenn Piano by Gladys Priddis
fiction by jason dickson
departement of narrative studies no. 3

In a time before time began, one woman will dare the 
boundaries between madness and sanity to find the lost love 
that so ever has eluded her. Terror! Duplication!! History seen as 
it has never before. Bookthug presents GLENN PIANO BY 
GLADYS PRIDDIS, a high octane thrill ride of confession 
and crime, told as only wunderkind Jason Dickson could tell it 
THROUGH A LOCAL HISTORY INTERVIEW. Cry. 
Laugh. And prepare to meet your match in this year’s literary 
sensation GLENN PIANO BY GLADYS PRIDDIS – if 
you dare.

Glenn Piano by Gladys Priddis is the biography of a 19th Century 
Canadian woman whose doctor is, unknown to her, a criminal 
practitioner of surgery. Their relationship, told through prose 
narration and poetry, exposes both her deep love and his deadly 
deceit. Intended to be a vindication of him as a physician, her 
story instead reveals that he is a quack, an impostor, and a 
murderer, and ultimately reveals a love that is horrific. The story 
of a woman seduced into the world of Canadian medicine at 
a time when only half of the practicing doctors were licensed, 
Glenn Piano by Gladys Priddis reveals her own history, the history 
of her city, the fatal trappings of her heart and mind, and the 
history of the strange man she was in love with and to whom 
she was devoted until her death.

jason dickson is the author of Clearance (2002), The Hunt 
(2006) and is the proprietor of the Muskoka Bookhouse, an 
antiques and collectible bookshop in Bracebridge, Ontario.

department of narrative studies no. 3

$18.00

80 pages | 4.25x7 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388535 | 9781897388532

f r o n t l i s t

Jason Dickson
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$25.00

180 pages | 6x9 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388543 | 9781897388549

co-published with west house books (uk)
uk isbn 1904052266 | 9781904052265

Tale Light: 
New & Selected Poems 1984 - 2009

poetry by karen mac cormack

This volume brings together selections from Karen Mac 
Cormack’s poetry publications 1984-2009: Nothing by Mouth, 
Straw Cupid, Quill Driver, Quirks & Quillets, Marine Snow, The 
Tongue Moves Talk, At Issue and Vanity Release. Also included are 
previously uncollected poems and a selection of new work. 
Some of the earlier poems appear inrevised form.

No one writing in North America today can match 
Karen Mac Cormack’s exquisite poise, the integrity of 
her poetic line, her command of verbal nuance, pun, 
and paragram. 
     – Marjorie Perloff

Born in Luanshya, Zambia, Karen Mac Cormack’s most 
recent book is the polybiography Implexures (Complete Edition), 
published by Chax Press and West House Books in 2008. 
Her poetry appears in various national and international 
anthologies including Prismatic Publics, Another Language, and 
Out of Everywhere. Her work is also the subject of numerous 
essays, most recently in Antiphonies: Essays on Women’s Experimental 
Poetries in Canada (2008). Selections of her poetry have been 
translated into French, Portuguese, Swedish, and Norwegian. 
A resident of Toronto for many years she currently lives in the 
USA where she teaches at the State University of New York at 
Buffalo.

ta le  l ight
ne w &  s e l ec t ed  poems  1984  -  2009

k aren  mac  cormack
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Tracelanguage:
A Shared Breath

poetry by mark goldstein

Tracelanguage is a serial poem made up of six cycles, all of which 
correspond with Paul Celan’s 1967 book of poetry, Atemwende. 
Here, his work is re-inscribed via a transmutation of word 
material found or developed from within the original text. These 
poems are elegiac in nature. A language of landscape figures 
prominently in the work, one where the ‘trace’ of Tracelanguage 
gauges Celan’s music amid the rubble of its German, post 
Shoa.

Toronto writer Mark Goldstein has suffered no visible education. 
An avid small presser, he issues limited edition publications  
under his own Beautiful Outlaw imprint. After Rilke, his first 
collection, was published in the summer of 2008. Tracelangage 
is his second book.

$20.00

112 pages | 5.5x8.5 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388551 | 9781897388556
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$18.00

72 pages | 8.5x5.5 inches | paperback 
isbn 189738856x | 9781897388563

(made)
poetry by cara benson

These prose poems / juxtaposing the individual / intertwine / 
objects and occurrences repeatedly / a cosmological chronology / 
inhabits. Why /narrative tension / mention / barbed wire / pieces 
accumulate / Rather than a direct or linear / of the universe this 
/ These / references to certain / prose poems / repeatedly / if 
altered / time it indicates / a filled space / that which surrounds it. 

called (made). They /

In the magical dictionary of (made), Cara Benson renders hotel 
facades in “marshmallow” – not a color, but the surface – 
a substance I associate, at least in North America, with outdoor 
recreational fires. That hotel is going to burn to a crisp, in the 
social and planetary imaginary of Benson’s intense work.  What’s 
particularly successful about this collection is the fact that  this 
projective, impossible, ruined image  does not have a place in the 
book, but, rather, appears/can appear: in the body of the reader: 
reading.  Images are tracked not just for their futures but for 
their past versions (“garbage”) – in which we “wander, but delete, 
too.”  “How can you aim a fire?”, asks Benson, in the “cold axis” 
of an aftermath in which the earth is an “orange” orbiting or 
attracting the “jagged spark lines” of the sky.  What breaks the 
sky?  This is writing from the holocene.  It’s not trajectory.  It’s not 
narrative. It’s vibration. 
      – Bhanu Kapil

Cara Benson is a Dusier, Black Radish, Belladonna, BookThug. 
(made) is her first full length collection. She edited Predictions, out 
with Chain, and edits the online Sous Rature. Benson is an active 
committee member of the PEN Prison Writing Program and 
teaches poetry in a NY State Correctional Facility for males. Her 
online home is www.necessetics.com. Her chapbook Quantum 
Chaos & Poems: A Manifet(o)ation won the 2008 bpNichol Chapbook 
Award.

(made)
cara benson
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BRICKBRICKBRICK
visuals by mark laliberte

BrickBrickBrick is background reading brought to the forefront. 

With this new collection, poet Mark Laliberte presents a series 
of visual meditations on the subject of “assembly poetics”. Like 
much of his recent output, this project hovers around – but 
never quite steps into – the cultural zone that pure, popular 
comics inhabit. 

The hybrid “texts” presented in this volume (slowly developed 
from 2001-08), appropriate and invade the hand-made 
illustrative markings of different illustrators or cartoonists, as 
they draw bricks – usually in the backgrounds of city scenes. 
Each drawn source is pulled forward and stripped of all signs of 
their original narrative intent. In a process that is metaphorically 
connected to the careful manipulation of written words on a 
page, each work is digitally constructed – brick-by-brick – into 
new and distinct walls that the reader will likely enjoy hitting 
up against.

Mark Laliberte is a practicing writer/ visual artist/ designer/ 
soundmaker/ curator/ multi-headed hydra who has exhibited 
& performed extensively in galleries across Canada & the 
USA. Laliberte has had pageworks, poems & other printed 
experiments appear in publications big & small, including: 
Carousel, Descant, Lantern, Misunderstandings, Other Cl/utter, Pilot, 
Prairie Fire, Prefix Photo, Rampike, subTerrian, Vallum. He recently 
released the experimental comic, Take Away Its Wings and Force It 
to Fly (2008). He lives in Toronto where he is currently working 
on his next full-sized manuscript, tentatively titled Cloud & 
Bubble.

f r o n t l i s t

$18.00

96 pages | 4.75x7.75 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388578 | 9781897388570
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Now Lays the Sunshine By
poetry by andrew hughes

In Now Lays the Sunshine By, Andrew Hughes detunes the 
lyres, cranks the gain on the harmonium & pitches the amps 
to wail. Consider something Lyn Hyjinian once said: “The 
starry angular varieties of recurrent word and changed idea 
in constellation gather…” and in these dented lyrics you will 
witness the celebration of an electric objectivity of imaginative 
expression.

If Catullus had lived in the age of skateboards his 
name would be Andy Hughes. Let’s call him a young, 
lyrical, New Englander who crafts the line into a 
bloom of self-effacing, reflective, and always funny-
sad passages. These poems are indeed passages: passages 
into a creative life filled with promise, and passages 
into a forthright sympathy for the wobbly human 
heart. – Lisa Jarnot 

 
Andrew Hughes divides his time between New York City and 
Boston. His work has appeared in Forklift, Ohio, Cannibal, Spell, 
Can We Have Our Ball Back, Bimbo Jim, PUPPYFLOWERS, and 
others. He is the author of Sweethearts of the Great Migration.

$18.00

84 pages | 6x8 inches | paperback
isbn 1897388586 | 9781897388587

now lays the
su nsh i n e  by

andrew hughes
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spring 2009
Swim
fiction by marianne apostolides
department of narrative studies no. 1
isbn 9781897388389 | $18.00

Face 
poetry by melissa buzzeo
isbn 9781897388372 | $18.00

CURIO: Grotesques & Satires from the Electronic Age

poetry by elizabeth bachinsky
isbn 9781897388402 | $20.00

Talking Masks
drama by adam seelig
isbn 9781897388396 | $15.00

22 Skidoo/Subtractions
poetry by michael boughn
isbn 9781897388341 | $18.00

The Benjamin Sonnets
poetry by clint burnham
isbn 9781897388365 | $18.00

After the 6ix O’Clock News
poetry by kemeny babineau
isbn 9781897388358 | $18.00

fall 2009
Declining America

poetry by rob budde
isbn 9781908388440 | $18.00

The Rose Concordance
poetry by angela carr

isbn 9781897388464 | $18.00

Ex Machina
poetry by jonathan ball

isbn 9781897388488 | $18.00 

Expeditions of a Chimaera
poetry by oana avasilichioaei & erín moure

isbn 9781897388471 | $20.00

esp: accumulation sonnets
poetry by jay millar

isbn9781897388495 | $15.00

Unleashed
essays by sina Queyras

department of critical thought no.2
isbn9781897388 |  $20.00

Copenhagen
fiction by katrine marie guldager

translated from the danish by p.k. brask
isbn 9781897388433 | $20.00

FOR FULL DETAILS ON ALL BOOKTHUG TITLES 
V ISI T  W W W.BOOK T H UG.C A

BookThug gratefully acknowledges support from the Ontario Arts Council 
and the Canada Council for the Arts for its publishing program.
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__ Weight by Samuel Andreyev  0978158733  $10 
__ VDB Wordlist by Kemeny Babineau  1897388063  $10 
__ WOLVES (lone.ly) by Jonathan Ball  1897388020 $8 
__ Quantum Chaos & Poems: A Manifest(o)ation by Cara Benson  9781897388143  $10
__ Haikube by Gregory Betts  0973974249  $15 
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__ Montreality: B-sides & Rarities by Stephen Cain  0978158741  $10 
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__This & That Lenin by Steven Zultanski 9781897388327 $10
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__ A Boy’s First Book of Chlamydia by Daniel f. Bradley  0973718102  $15
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__ The Hunt by Jason Dickson  9780978158705  $22
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__After Rilke: to forget you sang by Mark Goldstein 9781897388211  $12
__ White Porcupine by Phil Hall  9781897388105  $20
__ We Are Here by Niels Hav (Patrick Friesen and P.K. Brask, trans)  9780978158729  $15
__In Stereo by Paul Hegedus 9781897388235 $18
__ The Iliad Book XXII: The Death of Hector by Lisa Jarnot  9780978158781  $17
__ Pencils of Rays and Spiked Mace by Niels Lyngsø (Gregory Pardlo, trans)  0973564016  $15
__ Codes of Public Sleep by Camille Martin  978189738811x  $20
__ The Basho Variations by Steve McCaffery  9780978158774  $15
__Every Way Oakly by Steve McCaffery 9781897388266 $15
__ The Etc Bbq by Gustave Morin  9780973974256  $16
__The SubWay by Philip Quinn 9781897388273 $20
__ O SPAM POAMS by Rob Read  097371817x  $17.95
__ The Sands of Dream by Thérèse Renaud (Ray Ellenwood, trans)  9781897388006  $15
__ The Apothecary by Lisa Robertson  9781897388013  $12
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